
Robbing The Hood

Year upon year of historically engendered educational studies.
Book upon book filled with a carefully collected public school research.  
Everything always came back to the same repeatedly documented reality: 
Low-income and often culturally-different students?
Struggled academically. 
And had always struggled academically. 
No magical public school intervention in national history, most especially those 

interventions claiming no intention whatsoever of very directly and particularly addressing the 
debilitating underpinnings of a social, racial and cultural inequity (no matter how expensive the 
intervention; no matter how ruthlessly and invasively it might be applied) had ever changed this 
fact.

However; in an effort to magically transcend this heavily chronicled truth, and yet, 
somehow, live up to the inflexible obligations now coming so adamantly out of Washington D.C. 
(compassionately written obligations now immovably requiring all schools to irrefutably 
produce higher test scores) – well, after contemplating the far-from-impressive outcomes of a 
true-life student testing performance; after combining these repeatedly weak results with the 
findings of past research?

Oh, it turned out to be a good idea to take heed of a documented certainty, bow to the 
impossible, and find a better solution.  

Simply stop working with the students.  
That, obviously, had never worked.  
In modern years unprecedentedly dedicated to a much smarter, and much, much more 

compassionate, educational answerability?
It was time to move on to more essential things.  
Oh, forget about the children.  
More logically?  
Fix those damned teachers!
Projecting a munificently interventionist concern, the low scores engendered by low-

income and often culturally-different students were enthusiastically accumulated.  With great 
fanfare, these vigorously charted and impressively color-coded scores were poignantly presented 
to the nation.  Here, citizens, was ironclad proof.  Proof that poor and minority schools – oh, 
undoubtedly, my, just look at those test scores; these schools were surely, wall to wall? 

Filled with bad teachers.   
Sidestepping, with a nimble agility, the much, much more complicated, and much, much 

harder to fund issues of a student transience, economic instability, crippling poverty, limited 
attendance, inadequate home environment, out-and-out homelessness, language acquisition, 
cultural disconnect, substandard nutrition, domestic and neighborhood violence, gang 
domination, rampant incarceration, teen pregnancy, early parenthood, and special needs (needs 
which, in truly modern days, now included that highly prognosticated rise in a diagnosed autism, 
ADD and ADHD)* – well, brandishing an assertively collected mass of compellingly 
diagrammed, and thus so inarguably offensive, test scores, highly-paid, quick-fix consultants 
began to demand the overwhelming expense of yet more bad employee retrainings.  

Consequently, as the “benevolent” years of a no-excuses NCLB reform passed?  
Teachers sat.  



In meeting after meeting after meeting.
Occasionally?
Well, occasionally we would pause, and add up the hours.  Now and then we would sit 

back to calculate the amount of time that, in the more than a decade dedicated to the inflexible 
implementation of a statistical innovation, as school-score-identified bad teachers we had been 
forced to sit in an enveloping glut of obligatory trainings: data meetings, test briefings, score 
debriefings, statistical analyses, grading seminars, curriculum previews, pre-scripted curriculum 
overviews, instructional trainings, multi-school conferences, evaluative summaries, day after 
excruciating day of a no-students-allowed exam assessment, and a compulsory, everybody-will-
attend professional development.  

And, repeatedly? 
I’d wonder.  
I’d wonder if anyone out there, anyone at all who, for so many long years now, had 

thought it useful to offer up a mindless voter support for so much of this eternally petitioned 
Students First reform – would be surprised.  Maybe shocked, possibly even outraged, to grasp 
that those so many, many, many hours demanded of me in the name of reform; those so many 
monotonous hours obligated for telling me repetitively and endlessly that I was the problem; 
those innumerable, incessant hours mandated for making me hear that, as an unquestionably 
school-score-identified bad teacher, I had to be fixed...

Well, I’d wonder if anyone out there might be incensed to finally understand that these 
very same hours; these exact same tediously forced hours?

Had been detachedly and irreparably stolen. 
Robbed unequivocally; stripped mercilessly; seized, and shamelessly appropriated 

through the disconnected arrogance of a politically “munificent” action – from low-income, 
culturally-different children.  

Children who showed up for classes, only to be repeatedly presented with long, poorly 
organized days under the management of minimally prepared, and much too often minimally 
experienced, substitute teachers.  (And much, much too often?  Long hours in the gymnasium or 
auditorium with no academic focus at all.)  

Children who, counting upon the predictability of regular academic routines, were 
alternately forced through long testing-day after long testing-day; children compelled to sit 
submissively, and watch as the nonchalantly mandated minutes stolen from their lives ticked 
mercilessly, and inevitably, away.

Children who, optimistically, started off a new school year only to be told, with an 
increasing frequency, that – while their red-flagged underperforming bad school was being 
imperatively reformed; while their school-score-labeled bad teachers would be receiving 
necessarily additional trainings; while a small segment of their peers would be using the building 
for yet more obligatory testing:
	
 In the compassionate name of putting them first?
	
 They should simply forego attendance – and stay home. 

Again.†

*When scientific evidence increasingly recognizes that children who experience the extreme stresses of poverty may 
not be able to produce the chemicals necessary to help their brains with an academic focus and retention, how useful 
is it for these very same students to be repeatedly confronted with the upheaval demanded by a chain of relentlessly 
ordered school-score-based transformations?



†While some “progressive” leaders now believe it politic to demand longer school years and longer school days, 
apparently there is little interest in calling out – alternately and proactively – for the assertively guarded protection 
of the school days and school years already in progress.


